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Abstract—In this work, we propose a new iterative method
running on a receiver located at a moving platform for unco-
operative radar geolocation. The method uses Doppler-shifted
measurements of the stationary radar signals due to the platform
motion. The carrier frequency and the position of the radar
are estimated jointly in each iteration by solving a semi-definite
program. Conducted experiments show that a few iterations are
enough for convergence to stable estimates. Hence, the proposed
method has a significant computational advantage compared to
traditional techniques, which require an extensive grid search on
either position or carrier frequency parameter space.

Index Terms—Emitter geolocation, semi-definite programming,
Doppler-shifted frequency, computational complexity

I. INTRODUCTION

Passive emitter geolocation using Doppler-shifted frequency
measurements has been utilized in many application areas
including radar and sonar systems, satellite navigation, re-
search and rescue missions [1]–[13]. If the carrier frequency
of the signals emitted by the radar is known, as in the case of
SARSAT/CORPAS systems, there are iterative and algebraic
methods which follow Point of Closest Approach (PCA)
[1], [2]. Similarly, the Direct Position Determination (DDP)
method, which is used in both narrowband and wideband
signal geolocation, successfully estimates target position even
in low SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) scenarios, provided that the
carrier frequency is known beforehand [3], [4].

If the carrier frequency is unknown, the problem is more
complex and solution methods are based on extensive grid
search. These methods can be divided into two classes de-
pending on the measurement type. In the first class, there
are methods using frequency measurements. They perform a
grid search on either position or carrier frequency parameter
space for geolocation [6], [12]. The methods in the second
class use frequency change of rate (FCR) measurements. Their
performance is highly sensitive to the platform trajectory since
frequency line trackers, which produce FCR measurements,
require a constant relative speed between the receiver and the
emitter to provide reliable outputs [5]. Furthermore, they also
utilize a grid search procedure on position parameter space
[5], [6]. Therefore, all of these methods suffer from high
computational complexity.

The Doppler geolocation problem is non-linear and non-
convex whether the carrier frequency is known or not. In
order to transform it to a convex program by applying convex

relaxation methodology, there have been proposed several
semi-definite programming (SDP) based approaches [7]–[11].
However, all of these methods either assume that the carrier
frequency is known or they additionally require Time Differ-
ence of Arrival measurements.

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no work re-
garding relaxation of uncooperative radar geolocation without
knowledge of its carrier frequency, when only Doppler-shifted
frequency measurements are available. To fill this gap and
to overcome the aforementioned computational complexity
burden encountered in the grid search methods, we propose
a new iterative SDP relaxation method, which jointly solves
carrier frequency and position in each iteration. The extended
simulations show that the proposed technique provides stable
estimates in only a few iterations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the signal model. Section III explains the proposed method.
Section IV demonstrates the simulation results and the last
section is spared for conclusions. Throughout the paper, up-
percase and lowercase bold letters denote matrices and vectors,
respectively. The symbols ‖ ·‖ and Tr(·) denote the Frobenius
norm and trace. X < 0 means matrix X is positive semi-
definite. x̂ denotes the estimate of x. xi will denote the i-th
entry of vector x. Similarly, Xi,j will denote the i-th row and
j-th column of matrix X, while Xi:j,k:l denotes the submatrix
of X formed by rows i to j and columns k to l.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Since the receiver is located on a moving platform, due to
the Doppler effect, the frequency of the received radar signal
is given by:

f̃i = f0(1 +
‖vi‖ cosαi

c
) + ξi . (1)

Here i is the time index, f̃i is the received signal frequency, f0
is the carrier frequency of the radar, vi is the receiver velocity
vector, c is the speed of light and cosαi is the cosine of the
angle between the receiver velocity vector and range vector.
ξi denotes noise observed at the receiver and it is assumed to
be additive white Gaussian (AWGN) with zero mean and σ2

variance.
Fig. 1 demonstrates the angle α. di,i−1 is the distance

between two sequential positions of the platform, at time
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Fig. 1: Visualization of α for two sequential samples. Triangle
is the radar, circles are the sequential positions of the platform
and the arrowhead indicates the direction of the receiver
movement. d is the distance between two positions of the
receiver, while r is the distance between the receiver and the
radar.

instants i and i − 1, of the receiver, where ri is the distance
between the radar and the receiver. cosαi is given by:

cosαi =
vi

T (x− pi)

‖vi‖ri
, (2)

where pi = [pxi , p
y
i ]

T is the receiver position, x = [x, y]T is
the radar position to be estimated and ri = ‖x − pi‖ is the
distance of the receiver to the radar. The equation in (1) can
also be written as:

f̃i = f0(1 +
vi

T (x− pi)

cri
) + ξi . (3)

The Maximum Likelihood (ML) cost function defined as

d(f0,x) =

N∑
i=1

1

σ2
i

(f̃i − f0(1 +
vi

T (x− pi)

cri
))2 (4)

is to be minimized over x ∈ R2 and f0 ∈ R.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The ML cost function in (4) is non-convex in x. In order
to first turn it into a Constrained Weighted Least Squares
(CWLS) problem, we utilize sine law on the triangle shown
in Fig. 1:

di,i−1
sin(αi − αi−1)

=
ri

sinαi−1
. (5)

Then leaving ri alone:

ri =
di,i−1 sinαi−1

sin(αi − αi−1)
=

di,i−1 sinαi−1

sinαi cosαi−1 − sinαi−1 cosαi
.

(6)

Exact sinα and cosα values can be found by (2). However,
x is unknown. Therefore, the receiver can approximate sinα
and cosα values only from its frequency measurements. The
following estimates can be derived from (1):

ˆcosαi = (
f̃i
f0
− 1)

c

‖vi‖
, (7)

ˆsinαi = ±

√
1− (

f̃i
f0
− 1)2

c2

‖vi‖2
. (8)

Notice that sign of sinαi is unimportant since both the
numerator and denominator in (6) have sinαi terms. In our
scenario, it is chosen as positive. By using (7-8), (6) can be
written as:

ri =
θ

γ − φ
(9)

where

θ = di,i−1

√
1− (

f̃i−1
f0
− 1)2

c2

‖vi−1‖2
, (10)

γ =

√
1− (

f̃i
f0
− 1)2

c2

‖vi‖2
(
f̃i−1
f0
− 1)

c

‖vi−1‖
, (11)

φ =

√
1− (

f̃i−1
f0
− 1)2

c2

‖vi−1‖2
(
f̃i
f0
− 1)

c

‖vi‖
. (12)

Then, to linearize ri in f0, first order Taylor series expansion
around an approximated f0 is utilized. The approximated
carrier frequency (f̂0) value is chosen as a simple mean of
the received frequency measurements. After the expansion, ri
can be written as:

ri = ai + bif0 . (13)

Substituting (13) in (4) results in the following cost function:

h(f0,x) =

N∑
i=1

1

σ2
i

(
f̃i − f0(1 +

vi
T (x− pi)

c(ai + bif0)
)

)2

,

=

N∑
i=1

1

Wi

(
f̃ic(ai+bif0)−f0c(ai+bif0)−f0vi

T (x−pi)

)2

,

(14)
where

Wi = σ2
i c

2(ai + bif0)
2 . (15)

Rearranging (14) yields:
N∑
i=1

1

Wi

(
f0(f̃icbi − cai + vi

Tpi)+f
2
0 (−cbi) + f0x

T (−vi)

+1(f̃icai)

)2

. (16)

Minimization of the cost function above can be written as a
CWLS problem:

min
x∈R2,f0∈R1

gTDTW−1Dg ,

s.t. g2 = g21 ,

g5 = 1, (17)

where

g =
[
f0, f

2
0 , f0x

T , 1
]T

,

D =


k1, l1, pT

1 , s1
k2, l2, pT

2 , s2
...

...
...

...
kN , lN , pT

N , sN

 ,

W = diag(
[
W1, W2, ..., WN

]
) , (18)
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and entries of D are:

ki = f̃icbi − cai + vi
Tpi ,

li = −cbi ,
pT
i = −vi

T ,

si = f̃iaic . (19)

To relax the problem in (17) into a convex one, the SDP
approach is followed. G = ggT is defined as the variable
of the optimization by utilizing the lifting technique given in
[14]. Then, (17) can be equivalently written as:

min
G∈R5x5

Tr(DTW−1DG)

s.t. P < 0 ,

rank(P) = 1 ,

G5,5 = 1 , (20)

where P =

[
G2,2, G1,1

G1,1, 1

]
.

By dropping the rank constraint above, we relax the problem
and turn it into a convex program. Since possible maximum
Doppler shift is known by the receiver, linear inequality
constraints on the following lower and upper bounds of the
carrier frequency are additionally inserted:

fmax
0 =

min f̃i
i

1−
max ‖vi‖

i

c

≥ f0 ≥
max f̃i

i

1 +
max ‖vi‖

i

c

= fmin
0 , (21)

where fmin
0 and fmax

0 are the lower and upper bounds for
f0, respectively. Finally, the SDP based optimization problem
becomes:

min
G∈R5x5

Tr(DTW−1DG)

s.t. P < 0 ,

G5,5 = 1 ,

fmax
0 ≥ G1,5 ≥ fmin

0 ,

(fmax
0 )2 ≥ G1,1 ≥ (fmin

0 )2 ,

(fmax
0 )2 ≥ G2,5 ≥ (fmin

0 )2 ,

(fmax
0 )3 ≥ G1,2 ≥ (fmin

0 )3 ,

(fmax
0 )4 ≥ G2,2 ≥ (fmin

0 )4 , (22)

which can be optimally solved by interior-point algorithms
[15]. If the globally optimal solution Ĝ is rank-one, we can
decompose Ĝ as Ĝ = ĝĝT , where ĝ is the optimal solution
of (17). If Ĝ is not rank-one, we can utilize singular value
decomposition (SVD) to Ĝ [14]:

Ĝ =

5∑
i=1

λiuiui
T (23)

where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ5 are the singular values and
u1, . . . ,u5 ∈ R5 are the corresponding singular vectors. Then,
the best rank-one approximation to Ĝ can be constructed as
G1 = λ1u1u

T
1 . After that, ĝ can be estimated by ĝ =

√
λ1u1

and the carrier frequency is found by f̂0 = ĝ1.

Algorithm - I

Input: f̃i: frequency measurement, vi: velocity vector of
platform, pi: position vector of receiver ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., N

Output: x: radar position vector, f0: radar carrier frequency
1: j ← 0.
2: W← IN .
3: f̂ j0 ← 1

N

∑N
i=1 f̃i.

4: Find ai and bi values in (13) using f̂ j0 ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., N .
5: Construct D using (19).
6: Find Ĝj by solving (22).
7: Apply SVD to Ĝj and find its singular values λj1 ≥
λj2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ

j
5 and the corresponding left singular vectors

uj
1,u

j
2, . . . ,u

j
5.

8: ĝj ←
√
λj1u

j
1.

9: Update f̂0: f̂ j+1
0 ← ĝ1.

10: Compute qj using (25).
11: while qj ≥ F and j < Niter do
12: Recalculate ai and bi values in (13) using f̂ j+1

0 ∀ i =
1, 2, ..., N .

13: Update W using f̂ j+1
0 in (24).

14: Construct D using (19).
15: Find Ĝj+1 by solving (22).
16: Apply SVD to Ĝj+1 and find its singular values:

λj+1
1 ≥ λj+1

2 ≥ . . . ≥ λj+1
5 and the corresponding

left singular vectors: uj+1
1 ,uj+1

2 , . . . ,uj+1
5 .

17: ĝj+1 ←
√
λj+1
1 uj+1

1 .
18: j ← j + 1.
19: Update f0: f̂ j+1

0 ← ĝj1.
20: Compute qj using (25).
21: end while
22: Estimate the radar position: x← ĝj

3:4/ĝ
j
1.

23: Estimate the radar carrier frequency: f0 ← ĝj1.

The manual update is utilized by recalculating (13) using f̂0
and recomputing ai, bi values. Notice that, weighting matrix
W is initially not known as it requires knowledge of f0 and
it is not updated during the optimization process. Hence, it is
initialized as an identity matrix and manually updated as the
following:

Wi,i = σ2
i c

2(ai + bif̂0)
2 . (24)

Then, (22) is resolved. This procedure is iteratively repeated.
The iterations are terminated when the maximum number
of iterations is reached or the change of f̂0 between two
consecutive iterations

qj = ‖f̂ j0 − f̂
j−1
0 ‖, (25)

drops under a custom threshold. In (25), j denotes the iter-
ation number. Once the iterations are terminated, the radar
position is given by ĝ3:4/ĝ1. This procedure is summarized in
Algorithm - I.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Results in Fig. 4, 5, 6 are taken according to the scenario
in Fig. 2 when the carrier frequency of the radar is 1 GHz,
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Fig. 2: Platform-radar geometry: the arrows indicate direction
of platform movement.

speed of the platform carrying the receiver is 100 m/s and
standard deviation of the frequency measurement error is σ =
1 Hz. A single platform would yield ambiguity if it does not
maneuver. However, in our scenario, it maneuvers once. Hence
there appears no ambiguity. Moreover, the SDP solver, SDPT3,
of the convex optimization tool CVX [16], [17] is preferred
to obtain the solutions to the relaxed SDP problem.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the manual steps, Fig.
3 analyzes the performance of linearization operation on ri by
the expansion in (13). In Fig. 3, range estimation RMSE (Root
Mean Square Error) against carrier frequency estimation bias
for different noise levels is demonstrated. The bias is given by
bias = f̂0− f0 and the range estimation RMSE is defined as:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

NM

M∑
j=1

N∑
i=1

(r̂i,j − ri,j)2 (26)

where r̂i,j = ai,j + bi,j(f0 + bias) is the estimated range,
ri,j = ‖x−pi,j‖ is the true range, i is the sample index, N is
total number of samples and j is the independent run index,
where M = 500 is total number of the runs. It is observed that
the carrier frequency estimation bias becomes more dominant
when the noise level is low. For higher noise levels, the
range estimation performance becomes less dependent on the
carrier frequency estimation bias. The proposed method aims
to provide better range estimates by decreasing bias at each
iteration.

The bias of the carrier frequency estimation error as a
function of iteration number is given in Fig. 4. The estimated
carrier frequency in the first iteration is the mean of frequency
measurements. Hence, there is high bias at the first iteration.
The estimated carrier frequency converges to the true value in
the third iteration. This shows that Ĝ3, which is the solution
of (22) in the third iteration, is rank-one, therefore, ĝ3 is
successfully recovered.

As indicated after (22), if Ĝj is not rank-one, it results in
inaccurate ĝj recovery. To investigate the rank properties of
Ĝ, the ratio of the highest singular value to the sum of all
singular values as a function of iteration number is analyzed
in Fig. 5. This ratio is defined as:
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Fig. 3: Range estimation RMSE (kilometer) versus carrier
frequency bias (Hertz). Results are taken according to the
scenario in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4: Carrier frequency estimation bias (Hertz) versus itera-
tion.
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Fig. 5: Ratio of the highest singular value of Ĝj versus
iteration.

singularRatioj =
λj1∑5
i=1 λ

j
i

(27)

where j is iteration number and λji is i-th highest singular
value of Ĝj . It can be seen that singularRatio1 is close to
one but not exactly, which means that the output of the method
at the first iteration is almost rank-one. After the third iteration,
this ratio becomes one. Hence, manual updates behave like a
regularizer, which shape Ĝ in a way that it points a single
direction in five dimensional space.
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Fig. 6: Geolocation error (meter) versus iteration.
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of frequency measurement noise (Hertz).

In Fig. 6, geolocation error against iterations is analyzed. It
is formulated as:

geoErrorj = ‖ĝ3:4/ĝ1 − x‖ . (28)

As observed, the geolocation error drops as the iterations
proceed. While the estimated carrier frequency converges
to the true value, the range estimation gets better and the
estimated radar position gets closer to the true position.

Finally, the proposed method is compared with the grid
search methods, which are based on carrier frequency [13]
and position [6] in addition to the CRLB [13]. 500 inde-
pendent runs are utilized for analysis of geolocation RMSE
against the frequency measurement noise standard deviation
σ ∈ {0.1, 1, 5, 10} Hertz, which is shown in Fig. 7. It is seen
that the proposed method is able to meet the CRLB at lower
noise levels while it still provides accurate position estimates
for high noise levels. The proposed method outperforms the
method in [13] at all levels of noise. Compared to [6], it per-
forms slightly worse at high noise levels, which is acceptable,
since the proposed method provides solutions in only a few
iterations instead of utilizing a grid search procedure requiring
high computational power.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a new method exploiting SDP
relaxation to solve the non-convex optimization problem

of uncooperative radar geolocation using only frequency
measurements. Geolocation of radars with unknown carrier
frequencies is considered and extended simulations are
conducted. Results show that the proposed method is able to
jointly estimate the radar position and its carrier frequency
in only a few iterations. Therefore, it is a computationally
inexpensive alternative to the traditional methods requiring
extensive grid search procedures. It is also seen that the
proposed method meets the CRLB at lower noise levels,
while it still provides accurate position estimates for low
signal-to-noise ratio scenarios.
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